Maincor Underfloor Heating

FLOOR CONSTRUCTIONS
Overview
See following pages for detailed information about floor constructions.

Floating Floors

Solid Floors
The underfloor heating pipes are laid onto insulation board placed
over a solid concrete base. Screed is then poured over the top of
the pipes. This construction is typically used on ground floors or
block and beam floors.

Maincor supplies 20mm extruded polystyrene panels for use with
16mm pipes. The panels are pre-routed and are coated on the
upper side with an aluminium foil. The panels are laid across the
floor, the pipe work is to be laid into the channels. Once this is
complete, a floating floor is then laid over the top of the system.

Suspended Floors Heat Emission Plates

Low Profile Dry Screed Board

Maincor Aluminium Heat Emission Plates are supported by the joists
(400mm centres). The plates are grooved so that the underfloor heating
pipework can be fitted into them. The plates diffuse the heat for an even
heat distribution across the floor.

The 12mm underfloor heating pipes are laid within 18mm OverboardTM
(pre-routed high density panels) offering a low profile solution. Lends
itself to situations where minimal floor height
adjustments are desired such as retrofit projects.

Low Profile Floating Floor
The Low Profile Floating Floor system utilises 12mm pipe laid into
15mm thick pre-routed polystyrene panels. The panels are covered in an
aluminium foil which acts as the heat emitter, effectively spreading the
heat evenly across the entire floor.
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Solid Floors
Overview
The underfloor heating pipes are laid onto floor grade
insulation board placed over a solid concrete base. Screed
is then poured over the top of the pipes. This construction is
typically used on ground floors or block and beam floors.

Features and Benefits
•
•
•
•

Can be easily incorporated into any screed floor design.
Does not increase the floor height.
3 options for securing the pipe – staples, clamp track or
pipe positioning panels to suit the project.
Possible to archive a high output (maximum = 100W/m2).

Key Components
Maincor Pipe Coils

Clamp Track
Maincor MLCP, PE-RT/AL/PE-RT
overlap welded aluminium MultiLayer 100% barrier Composite Pipe.
Maincor PERT Pipes including
internal EVOH oxygen barrier in
accordance with DIN 4726.

Maincor Clamp Track is designed
to secure 16mm pipe. It has a
self adhesive backing for ease of
installation. Allow 1m for every m² of
floor area.

Pipe Positioning Panel

Edge Insulation
Maincor Edge Insulation is utilised
around the perimeter of a room
with a screeded floor to absorb
expansion from the screed and
prevent thermal bridging. The edge
insulation also comes complete with
a polyethylene section which is used
to give a tight seal between edge
insulation and floor insulation.

Maincor Pipe Positioning Panels are
used for securing 16mm pipe within
screeded floors. The castellated panels
allow for the pipe to be secured at
50 - 300mm centres. Insulation is
not included. The panels are to be
overlapped. Each board covers an
active area of (0.8m x 1.4m) 1.12m²

Screed Foil

Pipe Staples
Maincor Pipe Staples are used to fix
pipework to floor grade insulation,
which must be a minimum depth of
25mm. They can be installed by hand
or by staple gun.

Maincor Screed Foil is designed to
be placed directly on top of the floor
grade insulation, providing a greater
level of reflective insulation. Supplied
in 60m x 1.25m x 4mm rolls. Thermal
resistance = 0.081m2K/W.

Pipe Staple Gun
Maincor Pipe Staple Guns are used for
ease of installation and provide fast
effective pipe fixing.
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Solid Floors
Technical Details
Key:
1. Wall
10

7

2. Edge Strip
3. UFH Pipe

8

4. Floor Finish
4

1

5. Pipe Staple

Fig.2

6. Screed
5

2

7. Polyethylene Sheet or
Maincor Screed Foil
6

3

7
8

8. Thermal Insulation
9. Structural Slab
10. Clamp track

9
Fig.1
The figure above shows a typical makeup of a screed floor.
Using this method it is possible to achieve a high output
(maximum output = 100w/m2 within occupied areas). The
pipe is secured to thermal insulation (supplied by others) by
the Maincor Pipe Staples and a screed is laid over the pipe.
The pipe is usually laid at 200mm centres and the Staples
are to be used every 300mm. Please note that a minimum of
25mm of insulation is required to hold the clips. A staple gun
is available for efficient fixing of the Maincor Pipe Staples and
is recommended for regular underfloor heating installers.
An alternative method of fixing is shown in Fig 2. In this case
the Maincor Clamp Track with an adhesive backing is used
to secure the pipe. 1m of clamp track is to be used for every
1m2 of floor heating.

Insulation Requirements
Floor grade insulation to comply with Part L of the Building
Regulations. If insulation is fitted below the concrete slab it is
recommended that a further 25mm is fitted above the slab.
In addition to the floor grade thermal insulation, perimeter
insulation is also required for screed floors. Edge strip insulation
is to be used around all interior and external walls. It takes up
the slight expansion of the screed and reduces the heat loss
to the buildings structure. Expansion joints are recommended
within BS EN 1264 where the floor area exceeds 40m2 or 8m
in length. We recommend that UFH installer follow advice from
the screed contractors as requirements will differ dependent
on the project and the screed type. On intermediate floors
with heated areas below insulation with a minimum thermal
resistance of 0.75m2K/W is recommended as per BS EN1264.

insulation and improve the thermal performance of the floor.
Please note that this sheet or foil will be punctured and will
not act as a DPM. A DPM is to be included for ground floor
installations where there is no basement level below. A 65-75mm
4:1 sand cement screed is recommended. This can be reduced to
50mm if a liquid screed or reinforced screed is used. The screed
should be allowed to fully cure and dry in accordance with British
Standards and the manufactures instructions. The UFH should not
be used to speed up the drying time of the screed.

Screed Infill
It’s possible to use a screed infill between joists in a timber
suspended floor construction. This will offer a thermal
mass and the screed will act as the heat emitter, however
the output will be limited to 70 W/m². In this type of floor
construction, the screed is not acting as a structural floor; its
sole purpose is to enhance the performance of the underfloor
heating. A timber floor is to be fitted above the level of
the screed and this is to be supported by the joists (not the
screed). Typically, the screed would be supported by a rigid
insulation layer which in turn would be supported by a timber
panel. The timber panel is to be fitted to noggins that are
to be attached to the sides of the joists. The screed will add
weight to the flooring system and this should be considered
in the structural design of the property. Typically, a 20-25mm
screed would be laid.

Screed
The polyethylene sheet (7) or Maincor Screed Foil is used to
prevent screed from slipping between the insulation sheets.
The Maincor Screed Foil will provide a greater level of reflective
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Screed Infill Cross Section.
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Floating Floors
Overview
Maincor's 20mm Floating Floor System incorporates a
routed board of extruded polystyrene that has aluminium foil
bonded to the upper side.
The panels are designed for use with 16mm Pipes, laid at
200mm centres. The response time of the system is a lot
faster than traditional screed floor heating system, due to the
low system mass and effective control can be made simpler.
Having pre routed pipe channels at even spacings, ensures
an even heat distribution to the floor surface without creating
sharp variations in surface temperature across the floor.
As well as acting as a structural element by supporting the
floating floor above, the 20mm extruded polystyrene offers
a layer of insulation and reduces downward losses. In many
cases, additional insulation may be required to comply with
Part L of the Building Regulations.
The system is intended for use with T&G panels left floating
above the level of the insulation and the floor must have
sufficient strength to support furniture and traffic in the room.

Features and Benefits
•
•
•
•

Dry alternative to wet screed systems which reduce the
time on site, benefiting the build programme
Panels are pre-routed for rapid installation of pipe
Bespoke panel thicknesses can be produced to meet
project requirements
Full panels covered by aluminium layer ensuring an even
heat distribution

Key Components
Maincor Pipe Coils

Floating Floor Panel
Maincor MLCP, PE-RT/AL/PE-RT
overlap welded aluminium MultiLayer 100% barrier Composite Pipe.
Maincor PERT Pipes with including
internal EVOH oxygen barrier in accordance with DIN 4726.
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Maincor Floating Floor Panels are
for use with 16mm pipe. The panels
are made from pre-routed extruded
polystyrene (grade KF300) and have
an aluminium foil bonded to the
upper side. When used in ground
floors, additional insulation may be
required to comply with Part L of the
Building Regulations.

Maincor Ltd reserves the right to alter specification without notice.
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Suspended Floors - Heat Emission Plates
Overview
Maincor Aluminium Heat Emission Plates are supported by
the joists (400mm centres). The plates are grooved so that
the underfloor heating pipework can be fitted into them. The
plates diffuse the heat for an even heat distribution across the
floor.

Features and Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Ideal for Underfloor Heating installations on upper floors.
Heat Emission Plates for an even heat distribution across
the floor.
Varying pipe sizes and centres available on request to suit
the project.
Ideal for retrofit installation without disturbing the ceiling
below.
Can be used in situations with air movement in the void.

Key Components
Maincor Pipe Coils

Heat Emission Plate
Maincor MLCP, PE-RT/AL/PE-RT
overlap welded aluminium MultiLayer 100% barrier Composite Pipe.
Maincor PERT Pipes including
internal EVOH oxygen barrier in
accordance with DIN 4726.
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Maincor Heat Emission Plates
are for use in timber suspended
floors where the joists are at
400mm centres, or in floating floor
applications. The plates are 390mm
wide x 1m in length. Allow 2.2 plates
per m2 of floor area 16mm pipe at
200mm centres. Varying pipe sizes
and centres available on request.

Maincor Ltd reserves the right to alter specification without notice.

Suspended Floors - Heat Emission Plates
Technical Details
1

2

3

4

Key:

5

1. 16mm Pipe
2. T&G chipboard

200mm

3. Joists at 400mm centres
4. Insulation
5. Heat Emission Plates
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400mm

Heat Emission Plates

Alternative Joist Centres

The above section shows a typical make up of a timber
suspended floor utilising Maincor Heat Emission Plates. The
16mm Pipe is supported by the Heat Emission Plates which
in turn are supported by the joists. The pipe work is kept at
even centres of 200mm providing that the joists are laid at
400mm centres. The heat emission plates act as the heat
emitter within the floor structure which acts as a large radiator
under the floor.

If the joist centres are uneven or are not at the 400mm
centres then it may be possible to cross-batten which would
then make it possible to use this system. Consideration needs
to be given to as this method of installation will raise the floor
height. Please contact a member of the Maincor team to
discuss your project if you are unclear.

The Heat Emission Plates are made of aluminium and are
preformed to take the pipe work. It is essential that the plates
do not overlap and that they are adequately fixed to ensure
that there is no movement. The plates are non load bearing
so care should be taken when installing. The plates include
score marks which can be used as snap points for reducing
the size when necessary.

Insulation Requirements
Ground floor insulation is to comply with Part L of the
Building Regulations. Either rigid PIR/PUR insulation panels
such as Celotex or Kingspan can be used or alternatively use
a mineral fibre insulation. Intermediate floors should also be
insulated and thermal resistance of the insulation should be
0.75m2/KW or greater. If the room below is unheated then
further insulation will be required.

Installation Overview
When installing underfloor heating systems ensure that all relevant health and safety legislation and local site regulations are fully
adhered to at all times.

1. Heat emission plates laid between the joists at 400mm
centres and secured using suitable fixings.
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2 . Roll-out the pipe into the required pattern and fit into the
Heat emission plates.

Maincor Ltd reserves the right to alter specification without notice.
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OverboardTM Low Profile Dry Screed Panel

Overboard - Solid Floor

Overview
Maincor OverboardTM Systems provide a solution for low
profile retrofit Underfloor heating applications. Ideal for
projects such as extensions, kitchen refurbishments or
upgrading domestic heating systems. The system is quick
and easy to install, offering an energy efficient solution and a
comfortable internal environment for building occupiers, that
will add value to a property.
The underfloor heating pipes (12mm PERT Pipe) are laid
within 18mm thick, pre-routed, high density dry screed panels
at 150mm centres, offering a low profile solution which lends
itself to situations where minimal floor height adjustments are
desired. Due to the physical properties of OverboardTM, the
panels allow the heat to spread effectively across 100% of the
heated area.
•

Suitable for Most Properties - OverboardTM is only
18mm thick, therefore only a minimal increase in floor
level is required.

•

Flexible - Can be incorporated into existing heating
systems.

•

Compatible - Works with traditional boilers or renewable
heat sources.

•

Cost Effective - Lowers heating bills.

•

Environmentally Friendly - Lower CO2 emissions.

D
A
B

C

F

Overboard - Floating Floor

D
A
B

Low Profile Heating System - Only 18mm high, minimal
increase to floor height.

•

Dry Assembly - Dry alternative to wet screed systems
which reduces the time on site, benefitting the build
programme.

•

Thermal Comfort - The dense panels conduct heat
evenly, creating a uniform heat distribution.

•

Space Saving - Where maximum room area is at a
premium.

•

Unobtrusive - Minimum disruption when installing in
existing buildings.

•

Full Room Coverage - The entire floor area is acting as
a heat emitter which provides a higher output than an
alternative plastic end-panel system.

•

Acoustic Performance - Additional acoustic insulation
available if required.

•

Fixing Points - The panels have 3 fixing points on each
channel which makes it far quicker to install the pipes.

•

Easy Planning - The end returns are exactly half the
size of the main panels which means that less cutting is
required and it’s quicker to plan and install.

•

Solid Finish - The panels are fixed down which gives a
solid feel underfoot and a stable platform for the flooring
above.

•
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Ergonomic - Overboard ‘straight’ panels weigh 14kg –
suitable for one man lifts.
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Features and Benefits
•

E

F

Overboard - Suspended Floor

D
A
B

E

C

F

G

A

Overboard Straight

B

Overboard End Return

C

12mm PERT Pipe

D

Edge Insulation (optional)

E

Floor Covering (see overleaf)

F

Sub-Floor

G

Insulation

Maincor Ltd reserves the right to alter specification without notice.

OverboardTM Low Profile Dry Screed Panel
Technical Details
When installing underfloor heating systems ensure that all relevant health and safety legislation and local site regulations are
fully adhered to at all times.
Overboard dry screed panels are used as carriers for pipes in
underfloor heating systems. Due to the physical properties
of Overboard, the panels allow the heat to spread effectively
across the heated area, which means that the installation of
heat emission plates are not required. Panels are available in
two configurations, as straights and as end returns.

The majority of the heated floor area will usually be covered
by the straight panels which are 1.2 x 0.6m and 18mm high.
Where feed pipes are to be laid, the end returns are to be
utilised and these are 0.6 x 0.6m (exactly half the size of the
straight runs) and hence speed up installation, as the cutting
of the panels is minimised.

Material

Gypsum and cellulose fibre

Dimensions - straights

1200mm x 600mm x 18mm

Dimensions – end returns

600mm x 600mm x 18mm

Weight - straights

14kg

Weight – end returns

<7kg

Density

1150kg/m3

Thermal conductivity λ

0.32W/mK

Water vapour diffusion resistance µ

13

Swelling after 24hrs contact with water

<2%

Reaction to fire classification (EN 13501-1)

A2

Acoustic Performance*

Impact sound insulation EN ISO 140-6 Ln,w [dB]: 53
Airborne sound insulation EN ISO 140-3 Rw [dB]: 54

Maincor Underfloor Heating

FLOOR CONSTRUCTIONS

* Tested as part of an overall timber joist floor system with 100mm mineral wool in the cavity, 22mm chip board, 10mm sound insulation panel and 18mm Overboard.
To further enhance the acoustic performance of the panels, we can offer a range of acoustic mats. Additional acoustic mats are often required in apartment blocks.

Key:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1. Wall
2. Edge Strip (optional)
3. 12mm PERT Pipe
4. Laminate Floor Finish
5. Overboard Floor Panel
6. Supporting Layer
7. Insulation

150mm

8. DPM
9. Structural Slab
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Key Components
Maincor PE-RT Coils

Mainadhesive

OverboardTM Dry Screed Panel - Straight
Overboard dry screed panels
are used as carriers for pipes in
underfloor heating systems. 18mm
thick straight feed panel.

OverboardTM Dry Screed Panel - Return
Overboard dry screed panels are
used as carriers for return and feeder
pipes in underfloor heating systems.
18mm thick end return panel.

Supafoil MP Jointing Tape (optional)
The Supafoil MP Jointing Tape is
supplied in 20m rolls. The width of
the tape is 100mm.

Supafoil Insulation (optional)
The Supafoil Insulation has a thermal
resistance of 0.8m²k/W, this is
equivalent to 25mm Polystyrene.
Provides sound insulation and
reduces impact noise up to an
estimated DI = 22 dB.
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Mainadhesive for securing
Overboard panels to the sub-floor.

Maincor PERT Pipe Coils including
internal EVOH oxygen barrier in
accordance with DIN 4726.
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OverboardTM Screws
30mm long screws for securing
Overboard panels to timber subfloors.

Edge Insulation (optional)
Maincor Edge Insulation is utilised
around the perimeter of a room
to absorb expansion and prevent
thermal bridging.

NX Floor Leveller (optional)
The NX Floor leveller is single part,
fibre reinforced and self smoothing
for use with underfloor heating.
When used with an Overboard
system the Prime Bond primer is
to be applied first to all Overboard
panels.

Prime Bond (optional)
Prime Bond is a multipurpose water
based synthetic SBR polymer for
use in conjunction with the NX Floor
Leveller. Supplied in 5 litre bottles.

Maincor Ltd reserves the right to alter specification without notice.

OverboardTM Floor Coverings
Overboard dry screed panels are suitable to accommodate
a wide variety of floor coverings, including carpets, tiles,
wooden and laminate flooring. Floor coverings should not be
installed until 24 hours after the installation of the system.
A thin separating layer is recommended; typically either a
6mm plywood, a 6mm cement-based tile backer panel, or a

decoupling membrane where tiles are used. Consideration
should be given to the amount of point loading expected on
the floor.
For wet areas, fully tank the entire surface of the panels to
protect against damage.

Specific recommendations for floor coverings:
Carpet

A thin separating layer will be required

Tiles

Depending on the tile thickness but generally a thin
separating layer will be required

Vinyl

A thin separating layer will be required

Wooden and laminate floors

Generally lay directly on the Overboard panels

Carpet
Carpet
Underlay
Separating layer
Maincor Overboard
Sub Floor

Vinyl
Vinyl covering
Separating layer
Maincor Overboard
Sub Floor

Tiles

Wooden and Laminate

Tiles
Separating layer
Maincor Overboard
Sub Floor

Timber Floor
Maincor Overboard
Sub Floor
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Low Profile Floating Floor
Overview
The Low Profile Floating Floor system utilises 12mm Pipe
(spaced at 150mm centres) laid into 15mm thick pre-routed
polystyrene panels. The panels are covered in an aluminium
foil which acts as the heat emitter, effectively spreading the
heat evenly across the entire floor.
Although the polystyrene panels will offer some insulation,
it's likely that additional insulation will be required in ground
floors to comply with Part L of the Building Regulations.
A floating floor is to be laid over the panels and the floor
must have sufficient strength to support furniture and traffic in
the room.

Features and Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Low Profile Heating System – Only 15mm high, minimal
increase to floor height.
Dry Alternative to Wet Screed Systems - Reduces the
time on site, benefitting the build programme.
Space Saving - Where maximum room area is at a
premium.
Unobtrusive - Minimum disruption when installing in
existing buildings.
Comfort Underfoot - Use to achieve a 'sprung floor
finish'.

Key Components
Maincor PERT Pipe Coils
Maincor PE-RT Pipe with EVOH
(oxygen) barrier in accordance with
DIN 4726. Available in 12mm (80,
200 or 240m coils).
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Floating Floor – Low Profile 15mm
EPS200 polystyrene foam with
Aluminium foil, 45microns thick, is
factory bonded to the upper surface
of the panel (and into the main
grooves). The panels are 15mm thick
and are pre-routed to accept 12mm
pipe laid at 150mm centres. (Special
order only, please call for availability).

Maincor Ltd reserves the right to alter specification without notice.

Low Profile Floating Floor
Technical Details
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Key:
1. Wall
2. 12mm Pipe
3. Structural Floor
4. Floor Covering
5. 15mm Low Profile
Floating Floor Panel

150mm

6. DPM

Maincor Underfloor Heating
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7. Structural Slab

Maincor Low Profile Floating Floor Panels are manufactured
from polystyrene foam, CNC machined into the upper surface
of the panel. Aluminium foil, 45microns thick, is factory
bonded to the upper surface of the panel (and into the main
grooves) and acts as a radiant surface improving heat transfer
and reducing system start up (response) times.

The grooves in the insulation securely retain the continuous
UFH pipework in the correct position, eliminating the need
for supplementary fixings. Additional pipe channels can be
routed from the insulation using a knife. The system should
be fully pressure tested prior to the structural floor being
laid. The panels are 15mm thick and are pre-routed to accept
12mm pipe laid at 150mm centres.

Installation Overview
When installing underfloor heating systems ensure that all
relevant health and safety legislation and local site regulations
are fully adhered to at all times.
Before starting to install the underfloor heating system, the
working area should be prepared:
•

The area must be weather tight. Ensure that the panels,
manifolds and electrical components, etc are sufficiently
protected from wet weather.

•

Site specific PPE is required.

•

The floor is to be solid, level, clean and free of debris.

•

A self levelling compound can be used to prepare the
floor where it is uneven.

•

Screw down any uneven floor panels or replace as required.

•

Take time to plan your installation prior to laying to
minimise the need to cut panels.

1. Ensure floor is level.
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2. Panels in place.
3. Roll-out the 12mm pipe into the required pattern and fit
into the grooves.

Maincor Ltd reserves the right to alter specification without notice.
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